[Verse 1]
Go in and out the window,
     A7               D
Go in and out the window,
     D
Go in and out the window,
     A7               D
And see what you can see!

[Chorus]
Now, stand and face a partner,
Now, stand and face a partner,
Now, stand and face a partner,
And see what you can see!

GAME:
VERSION ONE:
• All stand in a circle with hands joined and arms held high to form the "windows".
• One person weaves in and out of people in the circle, going under the joined hands during verse 1.
• During verse 2, this person stands in front of someone else in the circle.
• This person takes the place of the original "weaver".

VERSION TWO:
• Same as version one, except that after the "weaver" chooses a partner, they both go around the circle during the next round.
• Then, each partner chooses a new partner (total of four) for the third round.
• Continue in such fashion until no one is left!